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Abstract

Deduplication results inevitably in data fragmentation, be-

cause logically continuous data is scattered across many disk

locations. In this work we focus on fragmentation caused by

duplicates from previous backups of the same backup set,

since such duplicates are very common due to repeated full

backups containing a lot of unchanged data. For systems

with in-line dedup which detects duplicates during writing

and avoids storing them, such fragmentation causes data

from the latest backup being scattered across older backups.

As a result, the time of restore from the latest backup can be

significantly increased, sometimes more than doubled.

We propose an algorithm called context-based rewriting

(CBR in short) minimizing this drop in restore performance

for latest backups by shifting fragmentation to older back-

ups, which are rarely used for restore. By selectively rewrit-

ing a small percentage of duplicates during backup, we can

reduce the drop in restore bandwidth from 12-55% to only

4-7%, as shown by experiments driven by a set of backup

traces. All of this is achieved with only small increase in

writing time, between 1% and 5%. Since we rewrite only

few duplicates and old copies of rewritten data are removed

in the background, the whole process introduces small and

temporary space overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors E.5 [Files]: Backup/

recovery; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Con-

tent Analysis and Indexing – Indexing methods

General Terms Algorithms, Performance

Keywords deduplication, fragmentation, chunking, backup,
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1. Introduction

Deduplication has already been a hot topic in storage for

about a decade. The effectiveness of such approach in re-

ducing both time needed to perform backups and storage

space required to save them has been widely described and

tested [9, 24, 32]. Today, storage systems with data dedupli-

cation deliver new records of backup bandwidth [17, 30] and

market is being flooded with various dedup solutions pro-

posed by many vendors [1, 12, 15, 16, 26, 31, 35]. In prac-

tice, deduplication has become one of indispensable features

of backup systems [2, 4].

Traditionally, performance of a deduplication system is

described by the data deduplication ratio, maximal write

performance and restore bandwidth. Actual performance

achieved by a regular customer in his working environ-

ment can often differ from these numbers for various rea-

sons [22, 27–29, 36]. In particular, the read bandwidth is

usually very good for an initial backup saved to an empty

system, but deteriorates for subsequent backups. The pri-

mary reason for this is data fragmentation caused by in-line

deduplication which results in data logically belonging to a

recent backup scattered across multiple older backups. This

effect increases with each backup, as more and more of its

data is actually located in previous backups. Depending on

the data set, its characterization and backup pattern, our ex-

periments show a decrease of read performance from a few

percent up to more than 50%. As our data sets cover not

more than 15 consecutive backups, we expect this percent-

age to be much higher when more backups are performed.

The increasing fragmentation of subsequent backups can

be completely avoided with so-called post-process (off-

line) forward-pointing deduplication. In such approach a

backup is written without any deduplication, and later the

dedup done in the background preserves the latest copy of a

block [21, 36]. As a result, the latest backup is never frag-

mented, and the fragmentation increases with backup age.

Since the latest backup is the most likely to be restored,

this solution looks promising. Unfortunately, it suffers from

many problems, including (1) an increased storage con-

sumption because of space needed for data before dedupli-



Figure 1. Backup fragmentation process caused by duplicate elimination.

cation, and (2) a significant reduction in write performance

of highly duplicated data because writing new copies of du-

plicates is usually much slower than deduplicating such data

in-line [17, 20]. The latter problem occurs because writ-

ing new data requires transferring it across the network and

committing it to disk, whereas hash-based dedup needs only

comparison of a block hash against hashes of blocks stored

in the system.

Our goal is to avoid the reduction in restore performance

without reducing write performance and without affecting

deduplication effectiveness. In other words, the ideal dedu-

plication solution should achieve high write bandwidth of

the in-line approach and high restore performance without

any read speed reduction caused by fragmentation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the

next section provides the motivation for this work and gives

a few examples of the magnitude of the problem. Section

3 looks closer at the nature of the problem of fragmenta-

tion and identifies solution requirements. In Section 4 we de-

scribe in detail assumptions about backup systems to which

our solution is applicable. Section 5 presents the solution

called context-based rewriting (CBR in short), followed by

its discussion and potential extensions. Section 6 contains

the assumptions and the methodology used in performance

experiments. Evaluation of our algorithm, including discus-

sion of performance results is given in Section 7. Related

work is discussed in Section 8 together with other solutions

to the fragmentation problem. Finally, Section 9 contains

conclusions and directions for future work.

2. Motivation

2.1 Problem introduction

To illustrate the problem, let’s assume full backup of only

one filesystem is saved everyweek to a systemwith backward-

pointing deduplication. In such system the oldest copy of the

block is preserved, as is the case with in-line deduplication,

because the new copy is not even written.

Usually, a filesystem is not modified much between two

backups and after the second backup many duplicates are

detected and not stored again. In the end, the first backup is

placed in continuous storage space and all the new blocks

of the second backup are usually stored after the end of

currently occupied space (see Figure 1).

Such scenario is continued during following backups. Af-

ter some number of backups, blocks from the latest backup

are scattered all over the storage space. This results in large

number of disk seeks needed for reading the latest backup

and in consequence, a very low read performance (see the

restore process of the last backup in Figure 1).

This process can be very harmful to critical restore, be-

cause the above scenario is typical to in-line deduplication

and leads to the highest fragmentation of the backup written

most recently – the one which will most likely be needed for

restore when user data is lost.

2.2 Problem magnitude

To assess severity of the fragmentation problem, we have

simulated drop in restore performance of 4 real backup sets

saved to a storage system with in-line deduplication. During

the experiments, all duplicates (blocks of expected size 8KB

created with Rabin fingerprint chunking algorithm [5, 33])

were eliminated in order to maximize deduplication. After

each backup, restore bandwidth was measured as a percent-

age of maximal bandwidth – i.e. the one achieved when only

this backup is present in the system.

In all experiments fixed-size prefetch is used, so we can

assume that the read bandwidth is inversely proportional to

the number of data I/O operations during restore. Although

certainly there are systems for which performance is influ-

enced by other factors, we think that correlating achieved

bandwidth with the number of fixed-size I/Os allows us to

focus on the core of the fragmentation problem and disre-

gard secondary factors like network and CPU speeds.

Figure 2 shows the restore bandwidth for various backup

sets, relative to the maximal bandwidth (as defined above)

normalized to 100. That is, the number 45 means that only

about 45% of maximal restore bandwidth is achieved for a

particular backup set and backup number, i.e. restore time of

such backupwill more than double because of fragmentation

across backup streams.

Overall, there is a clear tendency for the fragmentation

to spread out and increase over time (with some rare ex-

ceptions). However, the drop in read bandwidth strongly de-

pends on backup set: from 45% of the maximal bandwidth

after 7 issue repository backups to about 88% of the maxi-

mum after 8 wiki backups.
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Figure 2. Read bandwidth as a percent of maximal possi-

ble bandwidth for each consequent backup (inversely pro-

portional to the number of I/Os needed for restore).

The most important factors causing such variation in re-

sults are:

• the characteristics of duplicated/newdata pattern – whether

the new data is placed rather continuously or in short se-

quences among duplicates; also whether duplicates ap-

pear in the latest backup in long sequences like when

originally written, or more randomly (for example be-

cause of data deletion),

• number of already backed up versions of a stream – more

backups mean more streams to deduplicate against, and

in consequence potential for higher fragmentation,

In this work, we do not perform separate analysis of im-

pact of each of these factors on the backup fragmentation,

instead we focus on quantifying the read performance drop

caused by fragmentation across backup versions, and on ef-

fective solution for this problem. Our decision is motivated

on one hand by a limited space available for this work; on

the other hand both factors mentioned above are related to

intrinsic characterization of user data and backup retention

policy, both of which usually cannot be changed. However,

the investigation of these factors is certainly warranted to es-

timate severity of the fragmentation problem for a particular

user.

3. Deduplication as source of fragmentation

Fragmentation is a natural by-product (or rather waste) of

deduplication. It is possible to completely eliminate frag-

mentation by keeping each backup in a separate continuous

disk space with no interference between backups, however in

such case there will be no deduplication. Another approach

to practically eliminate impact of fragmentation on restore

performance is to use big expected block size for deduplica-

tion. In such case, when fragmentation happens, it will not

degrade restore speed much, because the seek time is dom-

inated by the time needed to read block data. For example,

with 4MB expected blocks size, read disk bandwidth of 40

MB/s and 5 ms seek time, a seek on each block read will in-

crease the restore time by about 5%. However, optimal block

size for deduplication varies between 4KB and 16KB de-

pending on particular data pattern and storage system char-

acterization (we need to include block metadata in com-

puting the effectiveness of dedup [34]). With much larger

blocks, the dedup becomes quite ineffective, so using such

big blocks is not a viable option [19, 25, 34].

3.1 Fragmentation impact reduction idea
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Figure 3. Comparison of backup fragmentation: in-line vs.

off-line dedup (restore speed after 7 issue repository backups

relative to the maximal restore speed)

In most cases, the latest backup is restored after failure,

because users are usually interested in having the most up to

date information restored. Based on this, we can try to elim-

inate fragmentation for the latest backups at the expense of

the older ones. An example of such approach is given in Fig-

ure 3. It presents the drop in restore performance caused by

fragmentation across backup versions as a function of ver-

sion number in two cases: (1) in-line dedup with fragmenta-

tion decreasing with the backup age; and (2) off-line dedup,

which results in the latest backup written continuously to

disk and fragmentation increasingwith the backup age.We’d

like to add a defragmentation capability to the in-line dedup

to achieve the defragmentation effect similar to the off-line

dedup, but without the associated costs.

3.2 Solution requirements

The fragmentation problem requires a solution without neg-

ative effects on other important metrics of deduplication sys-

tem. Such solution should: (1) eliminate reduction in re-

store bandwidth for the latest backup; (2) introduce very

little write performance drop for ongoing backups; (3) not

degrade deduplication effectiveness and use little additional

space; (4) not require much additional resources like disk

bandwidth, spindles and processing power; and (5) offer a

range of choices in addressing trade-offs.



4. Backup systems with in-line dedup

To implement our defragmentation solution described in the

next section, we assume that backup storage supports the

following features:

• content addressability [32]: This is a base feature useful

for the subsequent features described below.

• deduplication query based on checking for block hash

existence: It is crucial that this query is hash-based and

requires reading metadata only. For our defragmenta-

tion solution it is not important if deduplication is at-

tempted against all blocks in the system, or the subset

of them (like with sparse indexing [20]). However, we

need to avoid reading entire block data to perform dedup,

because this would result in fact in reading the frag-

mented stream and very low total write performance. We

note here, that with high fragmentation we may not have

enough spindles even to read block metadata fast enough.

However, there exist solutions to this problem based on

flash memory [7, 23], whereas SSDs are too small and

too expensive to hold entire backup data.

• fast determination of disk-adjacent blocks: Given two

blocks, we should be able to determine quickly if they are

close to each other on disk. This can be achieved when

each query which confirms block existence in the system

returns location of this block on disk.

• ability to write a block already existing in the system.

This is needed when a decision is made to store a block

again in order to increase future read performance. Such

rewrite effectively invalidates the previous copy, as the

new one will be used on restore. Note that content ad-

dressability delivers this feature practically for free.

Many systems with in-line deduplication like DataDo-

main [37] and HYDRAstor [9] support the above features;

for other systems such features or their equivalents can be

added. As a result, the algorithm described in the next sec-

tion can be seen as generic and adoptable to a wide range of

systems with in-line deduplication.

5. CBR – context-based rewriting

5.1 Block contexts

Our algorithm utilizes two fixed-size contexts of a duplicate

– its disk context and stream context. The stream context of

a block in a stream is defined as a set of blocks written in this

stream immediately after this block, whereas its disk context

contains blocks immediately following this block on disk

(see Figure 4). When the intersection of these two contexts

is substantial, reading of blocks in this intersection is very

fast due to prefetching. In fact, this is quite often the case

especially for an initial backup.

The problem of low read bandwidth appears when the

disk context contains little data from the stream context.

This occurs because of deduplicationwhen the same block is

Figure 4. Disk and stream contexts of a block

logically present in multiple stream locations with different

neighbours in each location. Possible cases include:

• a global duplicate - i.e. present in different logical back-

ups,

• an internal duplicate - i.e. present in the same stream,

• an inter-version duplicate - i.e. present in one of previous

versions of the same stream, for example, previous week

backup of the same file system.

In general, the most common is the last case, because of

repeated backups of the same data. Moreover, the fragmenta-

tion caused by inter-version duplicates in general increases

with each backup. Therefore, we focus on this case in the

remainder of this work.

The effect of internal duplication is sometimes substan-

tial, as discussed in Section 6.3, but usually it does not get

worse with increased number of backups. In all our exper-

iments we consider the effect of fragmentation caused by

internal duplication (i.e. each I/O measurement presented in

this work includes this effect), but we do not focus on solv-

ing this problem.

5.2 The algorithm overview

The basic idea is to rewrite highly-fragmented duplicates,

i.e. blocks which stream context in the current backup is

significantly different from their disk context. With such

rewriting we attempt to make both contexts similar. After

rewriting, the new copy of the block can be used for reading

and the old copy is eventually reclaimed in the background.

We’d like to rewrite only a small fraction of blocks, be-

cause each rewrite slows down backup and consumes addi-

tional space until the old copy of the block is reclaimed. By

default this parameter, called rewrite limit, is set to 5% of

blocks seen so far in the current backup.

The algorithm iterates in a loop over the backup stream

being written deciding for each encountered duplicate if



it should be rewritten. The current duplicated block to be

processed by the algorithm we call the decision block.

Since decisions whether to rewrite duplicates are made

on-line (without future knowledge, except for the stream

context), we can always make a sub-optimal choice for a

given duplicate: for example by deciding to rewrite it, al-

though such rewrite ”credit” may be better saved for another

duplicate later in the stream; or by deciding not to rewrite a

duplicate with a hope that a better candidatemay appear later

in the stream; but such candidate may in fact never materi-

alize. Therefore, the challenge in our algorithm is to make

good rewrite decisions.

5.3 Reaching rewrite decisions

To guide rewriting, we introduce a notion of rewrite utility of

a duplicate and maintain two rewrite thresholds: the minimal

rewrite utility (a constant), and the current utility threshold,

adjusted on each loop iteration.

5.3.1 Rewrite utility

If the common part of disk and stream contexts of a decision

block is small, rewriting of such block gives us a lot, as we

avoid one additional disk seek to read a little useful data.

In the other extreme, if this common part is large, such

rewriting does not save us much, as the additional seek time

is amortized by the time needed to read a lot of useful data.

Therefore, for each duplicate in a backup stream, we

define its rewrite utility as the size of the blocks in the

disk context of this duplicate which do not belong to its

stream context, relative to the total size of this disk context.

For example, the utility of 70% means, that exactly 30% of

blocks in the disk context appear also in the stream context.

5.3.2 Minimal rewrite utility
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Figure 5. Read bandwidth increase after rewriting 5% of

blocks with a given rewrite utility (assuming other blocks

are not fragmented).

The minimal utility is a constant parameter of our algo-

rithm ensuring that we avoid rewriting which would improve

restore performance only marginally.

We have set minimal utility to 70%. This value may look

high, but lower minimal utility is not much useful. Assume a

simple case of a backup with 5% of fragmented duplicates,

nearly all of them with rewrite utility equal to the minimal

rewrite utility. The remaining 95% of blocks are not frag-

mented (duplicates or not). Moreover, assume that a prefetch

of a fragmented block does not fetch any useful data be-

yond blocks needed to satisfy the rewrite utility of this frag-

mented block. In such case, rewriting all of the fragmented

duplicates improves restore performance by about 12% (see

Figure 5), which is in our opinion sufficient to justify the

rewriting. If the minimal utility were set to 50%, rewriting

all fragmented duplicates in a similar backup would offer

only 5% improvement, which is too low in our opinion to

justify rewriting.

Note that there may be backups which suffer significantly

from fragmentation, but for which all duplicates have rewrite

utility just below the minimal utility. However, to reduce

restore bandwidth drop caused by fragmentation for such

backups, we would need to rewrite many more blocks than

just 5%. Fortunately, we have not encountered any such case

in our experiments.

5.3.3 Current utility threshold

As explained earlier, current utility threshold is adjusted on

each loop of the algorithm. For this, we introduce best-5%

set of blocks defined as 5% of all duplicates seen so far in

the backup stream with the highest rewrite utility. Note that

each rewritable block must be a duplicate, so in some cases,

we may keep in this set fewer than 5% of all blocks, because

there may be not enough duplicates in the stream.

To establish best-5%, we compute utility of rewriting

each duplicate seen so far alone, without taking into account

actual actions taken by the algorithm. In each loop of the

algorithm, we set the current rewrite utility threshold to the

utility of rewriting the worst of the best-5% blocks. Such

selection roughly means, that if this value had been used as

the current utility threshold for every decision block from the

beginning of the backup up to the current point, and without

a limit on the number of rewritten blocks, we would have

rewritten all the best-5% blocks.

Initially, the current rewrite utility threshold is set to the

minimal utility threshold and is adjusted after each loop as

described above.

5.3.4 Rewrite decision

If the rewrite utility of the current decision block is not below

the maximum of the current rewrite utility threshold and the

minimal utility, the decision block is rewritten, subject to the

5% rewrite limit (number of blocks allowed to be rewritten

changes as we process more blocks, since the limit is com-

puted based on all stream blocks seen so far). Otherwise, all

blocks in the context intersection are not rewritten, i.e. they

are treated as duplicates in the current stream and marked to

be skipped by future loops of the algorithm.

The decision is asymmetric: rewrite only the decision

block or mark all blocks in the intersection as duplicates.



That is, even if the decision block is to be rewritten, we

do not want to decide now to rewrite other blocks in the

intersection, as they may have their context intersections

big enough to avoid rewriting. However, once we decide

to keep the decision block as a duplicate, we should keep

the remaining blocks in the intersection as duplicates too,

to ensure that the read of the decision block will fetch also

these additional blocks (i.e. the rewrite utility of the decision

block remains low).

Block rewriting does not always guarantee that we in-

crease size of the intersection of stream and disk contexts.

For example, the stream context may contain duplicates only

and we may decide to rewrite just one of them, because re-

maining are sequential. In such case, the size of the inter-

section is not increased. However, the rewritten block will

still end up on disk close to other new or rewritten blocks.

When such blocks are prefetched, they will most likely sur-

vive in read cache, reducing number I/Os needed for restore,

so rewriting can be still beneficial.

5.4 The algorithm details

5.4.1 Computing the context intersection

The stream context (5MB by default) of the decision block

is filled by delaying the completion of this block write until

enough write requests are submitted to fill in this buffer. For

each request, we resolve its duplicate status by issuing a new

modified dedup query based on secure hash of the data (i.e.

SHA-1) [10, 11] (if we do not have such information already

filled in by one of the previous loops of the algorithm). In

case a duplicate is detected, the modified query returns the

location of this block on disk, as discussed earlier. While

filling in the stream context, we check if a given block

is a duplicate appearing already in the disk context of the

decision block by comparing distance on disk between two

blocks. In such way, the intersection of its disk context and

its stream context is determined.

5.4.2 Adjusting rewrite utility threshold

Since tracking utilities of best-5% is impractical, we keep a

fixed number of utility buckets (for example 10000). Each

bucket is assigned disjoint equal sub-range of rewrite utili-

ties, all buckets cover entire utility range, and each bucket

keeps number of blocks seen so far with utility in this bucket

range. With such structure, we can approximate the rewrite

utility of the worst of the best-5% blocks with reasonable ac-

curacy – within the range of utility assigned to each bucket.

5.4.3 Background operations

The CBR algorithm requires a background process remov-

ing the old copies of the rewritten blocks. This can be done

together with other maintenance tasks already run from time

to time like deletion, data scrubbing and data sorting [9].

Until this removal is performed, the additional space used by

rewrites temporarily reduces the deduplication. As the per-

centage of such data is limited and the maintenance tasks are

usually performed quite often, such solution is acceptable.

5.4.4 Modifications to read operation

If data blocks are content-addressable, both old and new

copies have the same address, so pointers to data blocks

do not have to be changed when the old copy is replaced

with the new one. To ensure good performance of the latest

backup restore, we need to modify the read procedure to

access the latest copy of a block.

5.5 Discussion

The CBR algorithm is clearly on-line, as we look only at

blocks seen so far.

It is optimal in some cases, for example when utility of

rewriting each duplicate in a stream is the same; or when

such utility is decreasing with increased position of dupli-

cates in the stream.

A bad case is when at the beginning of a stream there

are many duplicates with low, but above-minimum utility

of rewriting interspersed across the stream, followed later

by many duplicates with high utility which are close to

each other at the end of the stream. In such case, our al-

gorithm will rewrite initially low-utility duplicates and only

later, a few (e.g. 5%) high-utility ones; whereas with future-

knowledge we would have re-written only high-utility du-

plicates. This case can be addressed if we adjust the minimal

utility for the current backup based on statistics from the pre-

vious backup.

There is a simple modification of the CBR algorithm

which seems to eliminate its cost and preserve the advan-

tages: first identify the blocks to be rewritten, and rewrite

them later in the background, after backup is finished. This

does not work well however, because rewriting would re-

quire reading the fragmented blocks, which could be ex-

tremely slow (exactly because they are the most frag-

mented). In the in-line version of the CBR we get these

blocks almost for free when a user is writing the data.

6. Experimental Methodology

We have used 4 sets of full backup traces to evaluate the

effect of fragmentation and effectiveness of our algorithm.

Their characterization is given in Table 1.

6.1 Base model

We assume a simple storage system that consists of a contin-

uous space (something like a one large disk) which is empty

at the beginning of each measurement. Moreover, only one

user filesystem is backed up into the system every week, and

the chunking is done with variable block size of expected

size 8KB produced by the Rabin fingerprinting [33].

In this way, we give the priority to evaluate the severity of

the problem and efficiency of its solution without obscuring

the experiments with many architectural assumptions.



data set name number of backups avg. one backup size avg. duplicate blocks* avg. internal duplicate blocks

Development project 7 13.74 GB 96% 18%

Issue repository 7 18.36 GB 86% 23%

Wiki 8 8.75 GB 98% 18%

General file server 14 77.59 GB 78% 16%

Table 1. Data sets characteristics (* – data excluding first backup)

6.1.1 Simulating read algorithm

We simulated a simple read algorithm, with the prefetch

size of 2 MB and per-stream LRU read cache of 512 MB.

We stop prefetching in case a block to be prefetched is

already in the cache (so we may prefetch less than 2MB).

The cache size was selected to keep only a small fraction

of each backup (at most 6%). Selection of prefetch size is

explained in Section 7.3.

6.1.2 Stream context size

We use 5MB as stream context size, because it is big enough

to allow the CBR to be effective and small enough so in-

crease in write latency due to filling this context is small.

Assuming a backup systems achieving 100 MB/s for a sin-

gle stream [37], it will take not more than 50ms to fill in

the context. Note that this delay will be introduced only for

non-duplicates, which already have a significant latency.

We experimented with bigger stream context sizes, but

they did not improve effectiveness of defragmentationmuch.

The one noticeable effect was however further reduction in

number of duplicates rewritten.

6.1.3 Cost of rewriting

When evaluating the cost of our solution, we need to es-

timate how much we slow down the backup because of

rewrites. Since the CBR rewrites duplicates as non-duplicates,

we need to establish howmuch such operation costs. For this

we have modified the write path of a commercial backup

system HYDRAstor [9, 26] to avoid checking for duplicates

and compared the resulting bandwidth to the bandwidth of

unmodified system when writing 100% of duplicates. As a

result, the latter was 3 times bigger than the former. Based

on this, we use factor of 3 slowdown for writing a block vs.

deduplicating it. For example, 5% blocks rewritten cause up

to 15% slowdown. Since all rewritten blocks are duplicates,

the actual slowdown depends on percentage of duplicates in

the original stream – the higher the percentage, the higher the

slowdown, and 15% slowdown is achieved when all blocks

in the stream are duplicates.

6.2 Omitted factors

To keep the analysis simple, we disregarded some factors:

• global deduplication – as mentioned earlier, it is not a

focus of our work.

• low-level placement of data on disk – the actual data

fragmentation in the storage system is actually greater

than in our model because of how data is stored on disk.

We disregarded this factor, because we want to study

impact of fragmentation caused by deduplication only.

• many disk drives/servers – if a restore can use bandwidth

of all available disks, the fragmentation problem in sys-

tems with many disks is at least as serious as with one

disk only. On the other hand, if we need only a limited-

bandwidth restore, availability of multiple disks reduces

such severity, because we have many spindles to perform

seeks and they will not necessarily lower the restore per-

formance. In this work we assume the former case, be-

cause solving the fragmentation problemwith many spin-

dles is not cost-effective. As a result, it is sufficient to

study fragmentation with one disk only.

6.3 Internal stream duplication

Internal stream duplication – when a block appears more

than once in the current backup stream – can impact the

restore bandwidth in two very different ways: (1) positively

– when the duplicate data is already in the cache and disk

operation is not needed to read it, and (2) negatively – when

the data was already evicted from the cache. In such case

downloading it from disk again may cause reading old disk

context, much different than the current stream context. Such

data will be put into cache but may be never used in the

future (apart from the requested block).

In our traces, internal duplication occurs at relatively high

rates – see Table 1. As a result, the effects described above

were sometimes clearly visible; from 12% increase of the

restore bandwidth of the initial backup to 47% reduction.

We include this effect in all our experiments, since the com-

putation of the maximal achievable restore bandwidth takes

into account internal fragmentation. Clearly, restore slow-

down caused by internal fragmentation remains a problem

and needs to be addressed, but it is outside of our focus.

Some possible options to address this problem is caching

the data in a more intelligent way and duplicating data on

the disk for better performance [18].

7. Evaluation

7.1 Meeting the requirements

The CBR algorithm presented above optimizes future read

bandwidth of the latest stream, as illustrated by Figure 6.

Defragmentation with our algorithm is very effective for all

traces, because the resulting restore bandwidth of the lat-

est backup is within a few percent of the optimal restore



data set name B/W before defragmen-

tation as % of optimal

B/W after defragmenta-

tion as % of optimal

% of blocks

rewritten

write time in-

crease

Development project 85.43% 92.57% 1.16% 3.13%

Issue repository 46.12% 95.58% 2.61% 4.78%

Wiki 88.34% 95.48% 1.41% 3.96%

General file server 88.34% 95.77% 0.52% 0.94%

Table 2. Impact of CBR defragmentation on the last backup of each backup set. Optimal bandwidth of restore without inter-

version fragmentation normalized to 100.

which is achieved after complete defragmentation (for ex-

ample by off-line deduplication). Without defragmentation,

bandwidth of restore from the latest backup with in-line

dedup is below 50% of the optimal for the issue repository

backup; and 85%-88% for other backup sets. The biggest in-

crease in fragmentation occurs for backups 2 and 7 of issue

repository. This is caused most likely by data deletion, be-

cause these backups are the only ones significantly smaller

than their predecessors.

Assuming eliminating duplicates immediately is 3 times

faster than writing them as new blocks, the CBR ensures,

that the write bandwidth is reduced by not more than 15%

since we rewrite not more than 5% of all blocks. As seen in

Table 2, our algorithm actually rewrites much less than the

target 5%. This is because we are very conservative since

our minimal rewrite utility is set high at 70% and we always

observe the 5% limit while processing backup streams. As

a result, the CBR reduces write bandwidth by only 1%-5%

(see write time increase column in Table 2).

Our algorithm does not use additional space except for

rewritten duplicated blocks, therefore the additional space

consumption is below 5% of all blocks. Actual number is

much lower – between 0.52% and 2.61%. Old copies of the

blocks are removed in the background, for example as part

of deletion process running periodically, so this space con-

sumption is temporary.Additional disk bandwidth consump-

tion is also limited to writing rewritten blocks.

The algorithm is also easily tunable by setting the percent

of blocks to be rewritten. The higher the percentage, the

better restore performance at the expense of bigger drop in

write performance and more disk space required for storing

temporarily old copies of the rewritten blocks.

7.2 Setting rewrite limit

To select the best value for the rewrite limit, we performed

experiments varying this limit from 1% to 7% while keeping

the minimal rewrite utility unchanged at 70%. The results

for the latest backup in each backup set are given in Figure

7. Setting this limit to low values like 2% or even 1% works

well for all sets except issue repository, for which the rewrite

limit of 5% offers the lowest reduction in restore bandwidth.

Increasing this limit beyond 5% does not give us anything

and may increase the backup time significantly, so we de-

cided to set this limit to 5% for all experiments.

7.3 Disk context/prefetch size

For reading data which is continuous on disk, bigger prefetch

size is generally better. As Figure 8 shows, this is not true for

fragmented data. Here, in almost all cases, the best fixed size

prefetch is 2MB. One exception is issue repository backup,

for which 512KB prefetch is better. Since we compare here

using different prefetch sizes, extrapolation of performance

based on number of I/Os only cannot be done (comparison

result in such case depends on how much data a disk can

read in a seek time). Therefore, we have measured disk

characteristics (seek time 6.75ms, disk bandwidth 84MB/s)

to be able to reason about achieved performance.

Based on those results, we have decided to use 2MB

prefetch. It is possible that with the CBR some other prefetch

size is better, so our estimation of efficiency of this algorithm

is conservative for all sets except issue repository. We have

done so because we extrapolate performance based on num-

ber of I/Os, and with different prefetch sizes it would be not

possible without additional assumptions.

Since for the issue repository backup set, the best tested

prefetch size is 512KB, we simulated both a system with

and without the CBR algorithm using this prefetch size.

In such case, the fragmentation caused restore performance

drop of 25% (instead of 45% for 2 MB prefetch). However,

the CBR algorithm was still able to reduce this drop to

about 5%. The CBR with 2MB prefetch size also reduced

this drop, but to 12% (100% here corresponds to the restore

bandwidth achieved with 512KB prefetch when no inter-

version fragmentation is present).

7.4 Effect of compression

So far we have assumed that the backup data is not com-

pressible. If we keep the prefetch size constant and equal to

2MB, the compressible data results in fragmentation prob-

lem magnitude increased and the CBR algorithm delivering

even better relative improvements in restore bandwidth. For

example, for 50% compressible data, the drop in restore per-

formance increases from 12-55% to 15-65%, whereas the

CBR defragmentation reduces this drop to 3-6% (instead of

4-7% without compression).

Obviously, selecting different prefetch size based for ex-

ample on compressibility of data could change these results,

but we assume one fixed prefetch size for all types of data

(and optimized for incompressible data).
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Figure 6. Percentage of maximum possible restore band-

width (i.e. without inter-version fragmentation) after each

completed backup, in 3 cases: (1) in-line dedup with the

CBR, (2) in-line dedup without any defragmentation and (3)

off-line dedup.
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Figure 7. Impact of rewrite limit on restore bandwidth.
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7.5 Potentially unnecessary rewrites

With future knowledge, some of the rewrites may be not

necessary, because blocks in the disk context of the decision

block which look bad (i.e. they are not in the stream context),

in fact may appear later in the stream. To estimate howmany

such rewrites occur, we extend stream context size from the

standard 5MB to cover entire future part of the stream.

We define a rewrite as potentially unnecessary, when the

rewrite utility computed with such extended stream context

is below the minimal rewrite utility. It turns out that the frac-

tion of potentially unnecessary rewrites is relatively high,

30-44% for the latest backup, depending on a backup set. To

avoid some of these rewrites, we can increase the standard

stream context size. For example, increasing it from 5MB to

20MB reduces this fraction to 22-37%.

However, even with these potentially unnecessary rewrites,

we rewrite a very small fraction of all stream blocks.



8. Related work and alternative solutions

The fragmentation of the latest backup can be avoided with

post-process deduplication. Unfortunately, this simple solu-

tion has a few serious problems, discussed in Section 8.1.

Some vendors, like EMC try to fight the fragmentation with

time and resource consuming housekeeping processes [22,

37]. The description of this process has not been published,

but one possible approach is to selectively rewrite subset of

duplicates in the background, i.e. in a way similar to our

CBR approach, but done off-line. More on such algorithm is

given in Section 8.2. Other systems like HYDRAstor [9, 26]

use bigger block size (64KB) which reduces the severity of

the fragmentation problem, but at the expense of reduced

deduplication. Finally, we can eliminate fragmentation by

deduplication with logical objects. In early versions of EMC

Centera [13], the unit of deduplication was entire file, which

worked well for Centera’s target market, i.e. archiving, but is

not the right solution for backups, because file modifications

make such dedup ineffective.

8.1 Off-line deduplication

One simple solution which satisfies some of the require-

ments above is already present on the market and is called

off-line deduplication [27, 28, 35]. In its simplest form, all

data from the current backup are stored continuously on

disk, and the deduplication is done in the background in such

a way that the blocks from the latest backup are a base for

eliminating duplicates from older backups [21, 27]. As a re-

sult, the currently written stream has no fragmentation and

older backups are fragmented proportionally to their age.

Even though the algorithm was most probably not designed

to deal with fragmentation, it is very effective for eliminating

it in recent backups. However, since deduplicating a block is

usually much faster than sending it over a wire and storing it

on disk, off-line deduplicating systems may be slower than

in-line deduplicating systems (or require more spindles and

network bandwidth to avoid such problem).

The percentage of duplicates in a backup depends on data

patterns, but usually is much higher than 75%, as little data

is modified between backups. As explained in section 6.1.3,

deduplication without writing the data can be 3 times faster

than writing the data first and then deduplicating it in the

background. Therefore, writing a backup stream with 75%

of duplicates costs 300 time units with off-line deduplication

and only 175 time units using a system with in-line dedup,

even if such system does a dedup query for each block. As a

result, using off-line dedup results in backup window more

than 70% larger. This is clearly not acceptable, as backup

window usually cannot be extended much.

8.2 Comparison of defragmentation solutions

Beyond off-line deduplication and the in-line CBR, there

is at least one more option – to perform the context-based

rewriting in the background, i.e. off-line, mentioned already

in Section 5.5. Such solution does not affect backup writ-

ing at all, but it needs a long time to complete reading the

fragmented data and rewriting them in the background. Ad-

ditionally, a restore attempted before block rewriting is com-

pleted will still suffer from low bandwidth.

The comparison of all mentioned alternatives is presented

in Table 3. We note here that storage consumption of both

off-line options can be improved by staging, i.e. by running

the process of removing the duplicates (or rewriting some of

them) in parallel but little behind the process of backup writ-

ing. Staging however requires more resources like available

disk bandwidth and spindles.

Aspect Off-line

dedup

In-line

CBR

Off-line

CBR

duplicated

stream

write

bandwidth

low high high

read band-

width

maximal close to

maximal

low after

backup,

later

close to

maximal

additional

disk space

low (with

staging)

low (not

more than

5%)

low (with

staging)

additional

disk band-

width and

spindles

high

(write

all dupli-

cates and

remove)

low (no

duplicates

written

except

for 5%

rewrites)

medium

(addi-

tional

reads)

Table 3. Comparison of defragmentation solutions.

8.3 Remaining related work

In general, there is not much work about the problem of data

fragmentation even though it is known for some time already

[21, 22, 27–29, 36].

A few papers investigated improving metadata read for

faster duplicate elimination. Zhu et al. [37] describes a

solution with Bloom Filter and stream-oriented metadata

prefetch, whereas Lillibridge et al. [20] argues that sparse

indexing (eliminating duplicates only within previously se-

lected few large segments) is better due to smaller memory

consumption. These solutions assume streaming write pat-

tern, whereas SSD can be used for elimination of random

duplicates [7, 23]. Such approach makes the fragmentation

problem even harder, as more fine-grained duplicates can be

detected. Additionally, none of the above techniques solves

the problem of reading the fragmented data and in all cases

fragmentation increases with subsequent backups.

If we relax the requirement on defragmentation solution

of not degrading deduplication effectiveness, we can try to



deduplicate only within a subset of data, therefore poten-

tially reducing fragmentation. Besides sparse indexing, such

approach is possible with extreme binning [3], with large

segment similarity like in ProtectTier [1], subchunk dedupli-

cation [34], and with multi-node systems restricting dedup to

one or a subset of nodes like Pastiche [6] and DataDomain

global extension [8, 14]. Unfortunately, even if we consider

very few (2-3) segments of previous backups to deduplicate

the current segment against, those segments may already be

not continuous on disk, because they may contain also du-

plicates from other, older segments.

9. Conclusions and future work

In this work we have described data fragmentation in sys-

tems with in-line deduplication and quantified impact of

fragmentation caused by inter-version deduplication on re-

store speed. The problem is quite severe, and depending on

backup characteristics may result in restore speed drop of

more than 50%, as shown by experiments driven by set of

real backup traces, with 7-14 backups in each set. For larger

sets, with backups spanning many months or even years, we

expect this problem to be much bigger. Moreover, it affects

latest backups the most, which are also the most likely to be

restored.

To deal with the problem, we have proposed the context-

based rewriting algorithm (CBR in short) which rewrites

selected few duplicates (not more than 5% of all blocks). The

new algorithm improves restore speed of the latest backups,

while resulting in fragmentation increased for older backups,

which are rarely used for restore. Old copies of the rewritten

blocks are removed in the background, for example during

periodic deletion and space reclamation process which is

already required in storage systems with deduplication.

Our trace-driven simulations have shown that rewriting

a few selected blocks reduces write performance a little,

but practically eliminates the restore speed reduction for the

latest backup (within 4-7% of the optimal bandwidth).

For future work, we plan to investigate impact of deletion

on fragmentation, and letting the CBR algorithm be less

conservative (allowing it to exceed temporarily the desired

fraction of rewritten blocks).

Additionally, a number of interesting extensions of the

CBR algorithm are possible: (1) a simulation of reading dur-

ing writing can suggest which blocks should not be rewrit-

ten as they would be present in system caches; (2) extending

stream context to include blocks written before a given block

should make context analysis more precise and lower the

number of rewritten blocks; (3) avoiding too frequent rewrit-

ing (for example of popular blocks with all bits zeros) by us-

ing timestamps - recently rewritten blocks are not rewritable

for some time; (4) adjusting prefetch size based on effec-

tiveness of recent prefetches; (5) setting minimal utility of

the current backup by using previous backup statistics.

We plan to research the impact of these extensions on

algorithm effectiveness. Moreover, we plan to evaluate the

proposed solution in a commercial backup system.

This paper concentrates on fragmentation caused by the

inter-version duplicationwithin one backup set. Even though

this is the dominant type of fragmentation, two more sources

of the problem are still to be examined. Both internal and

global deduplication may result in significant drops in re-

store performance. Addressing these issues would make an-

other step in critical restore optimization.
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